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REFLECTION

How frequently do you reference IEP information 

to inform daily lesson plans?

[weekly, monthly, or yearly]



Access the following resources:

1. IEPs for Daily Instruction 
2. Sample IEP at a Glance
3. Sample Lesson Plan
4. Planning Resources

MATERIALS:

https://fluxconsole.com/files/item/851/111468/SPED%20Strategies%20-%20IEPs%20for%20Daily%20Instruction%20Resource%5B1%5D.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RgviQlYLU8UNDEAe8AgmP7zJ6o9Mm9D4/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113812309078331478800&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yQHwvIyxX2BKFeXffY5q2f_SUJX1rYwL/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113812309078331478800&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUPgvHFquCW0f9qmdWQAGJerzT6u5yud/edit


OBJECTIVES
Teachers:
● Leverage critical IEP information to plan for continuous student support in 

alignment with high-quality instructional materials
● Identify strategies for ongoing collaboration with stakeholders in order to 

accelerate students towards grade-level mastery

Administrators:
● Identify key actions to support teachers in IEP-informed instructional 

planning and ongoing collaboration



ADMINISTRATORS

Coach teachers in executing ongoing IEP informed instructional planning in 

alignment with HQIM

TEACHERS
Use the most important parts of the IEP to inform daily lesson plans and support 

students in accessing grade level curriculum

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOUR ROLE



AGENDA

❖ Opening

❖ Leveraging Key IEP Information

❖ Continuous Support

❖ Planning Resources

❖ Closing



1. Silently reflect on this question for 30 seconds.

2. Share out

REFLECT
In the past, what  strategies have you used incorporate IEP 

information in daily instructional planning?



All students, including students with disabilities, deserve access to a high-quality 

education that prepares them for future success. Students with disabilities are best 

served when they have access to effective instruction on high-quality, grade-level 

curriculum that is tailored to their learning needs -- 

● Each student is capable of achieving grade-level learning with the right supports

● Each educator is responsible for ensuring students with disabilities achieve 

grade-level learning

● All special education services should be designed to promote access and progress 

in grade-level learning

LEARNING ACCELERATION + 
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES  



All teachers should be equipped with the tools to effectively utilize IEPs to eliminate barriers 
to high quality grade-level instruction and support student needs. 

OUR GOAL FOR TEACHERS

IEP-informed instruction helps teachers:

● Avoid common frustrations

● Use proactive social-emotional strategies 

● Use proactive instructional strategies

● Support each student

● Fulfill legal requirements



1. Identify the most important information on the IEP

1. Create a IEP at a Glance that identifies key supports required for students to 
access grade-level content.

1. Prepare for daily planning by making appropriate adjustments to instructional 
materials and the learning environment to ensure that all students have 
access to high quality instruction on grade level. 

LEVERAGING KEY IEP INFORMATION
At the beginning of each school year, teachers prepare for instruction by reviewing grade-level 
standards and high-quality curriculum, designing stimulating and supportive learning 
environments, and planning for how to support students in mastering grade-level content. 



KEY IEP INFORMATION

Accommodations and/or 
Modifications are adjustments 
to instruction or learning 
environment to support 
students in achieving 
grade-level expectations.

Special Factors includes 
information on impacts or 
barriers caused by a student’s 
disability that impede access 
and success in general 
education.

Present Level of Academic 
Achievement and Functional 
Performance includes 
qualitative and quantitative 
information about a student’s 
independent performance.

Related Services are therapies 
and services that enable 
students to achieve IEP goals, 
access general education 
curriculum, and participate in 
non-academic activities.

1.

3.

2.

4.



● Complete for each student with an IEP at the beginning of the school year 

● Organize in a binder or create a digital reference, and use to inform your daily 
instructional planning

● Ensure alignment with individualized supports, standards, and services

● Support achievement of IEP goals

● This information is CONFIDENTIAL.

IEP AT A GLANCE
The IEP at a Glance is an abbreviated document that provides a quick reference to the most 
important information from a student’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP).  



SAMPLE IEP AT A GLANCE



LIST OF 
ACCOMMODATIONS

ACCOMMODATIONS 
INVENTORY



AGENDA

❖ Opening

❖ Leveraging Key IEP Information

❖ Continuous Support

❖ Planning Resources

❖ Closing



Identify the grade-level skills and standards captured within units and 
lessons.

Use IEP information to identify the gaps between student functioning and 
defined expectations

CONTINUOUS SUPPORT CYCLE

Utilize resources and strategies to bridge the gap between student 
functioning and high expectations to accelerate students toward 
grade-level mastery. 

1

3

2



1. PRESENT LEVEL OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
AND FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE

Use PLAAFP  information to plan for and provide appropriate scaffolds and supports that 
assist students in mastering grade-level content. General Ed and SPED teachers should 
collaborate to execute the following steps in all instructional settings:

Use grade-level, standards-aligned, high-quality instructional materials to plan 
and deliver instruction.

Compare prerequisite skills and knowledge required of students to their 
PLAAFP information, and identify areas of concern or need that might 
interfere with students’ abilities to access and engage with high-quality 
instruction. This includes reviewing IEP goals, accommodations, modifications, 
and assistive technology requirements. 

Use resources and strategies to leverage high-quality materials in supporting 
students to achieve grade-level expectations 

1

3

2



KEY ACTIONS
Teacher:
● Use high quality, grade-level-aligned materials during core instructional time to 

support all students

● Deliver targeted instruction, to supplement grade-level content, that primes students 
for new learning by: 
○ Front-loading vocabulary
○ Providing background knowledge & scaffolding
○ Addressing prerequisite skills necessary to master grade-level content

● Collaborate with other instructional and support staff to ensure intervention and/or 
resource time accelerates students towards mastery of grade-level content by:
○ Previewing content, reviewing prerequisite skills, and front-loading content

● Explicitly state the specific elements of academic functioning where students require 
support to identify resources and strategies that target specific student needs.



KEY ACTIONS

Administrators:

• Make sure teachers can identify the supports that they should be providing in 
classrooms to eliminate barriers to access

• Review lesson plans for annotations that describe supports based in individual student 
needs.

• As part of coaching check-ins, discuss scaffolds and supports that would be 
appropriate while maintaining a high level of rigor for the lesson’s objectives 



Grade: 5

Objective: Identifying main ideas and analyzing how an author develops an 
argument in an informational text

Lesson Tasks: 
● Read an informational text
● Analyze figurative language in the text
● Analyze how the author develops an argument in the text
● Identify the main ideas of the text

Use grade-level, standards-aligned, high-quality instructional materials to 
plan and deliver instruction.1



IEP AT A GLANCE: PLAAFP
Student: Nicholas Grade: 5

Subject Present Level of Performance

ELA ● Beginning 1st grade reading Level
● Limited phonemic awareness

Required 
Supports

● Texts read aloud, small group instruction

Compare prerequisite skills and knowledge required of students to their 
present level academic functioning information, and identify areas of 
concern or need that might interfere with students’ abilities to access and 
engage with high-quality instruction.

2



Resources and Strategies:

● Front-loading vocabulary & previewing content during small group time
● Scaffolds:

○ Building background knowledge using visual aids & short video clips
○ Word wall
○ Partner reading
○ Chunking texts

● Teacher re-reads text aloud after independent reading

Collaboration for Continuous Support:

● Coordinate with the special education teacher and/or related service providers to ensure that 
instructional supports are aligned with IEP goals and targeted towards developing Nicholas’s 
phonemic awareness and increasing his reading fluency with grade-level texts. 

Use resources and strategies to leverage high-quality materials in 
supporting students to achieve grade-level expectations 

3



CHAPTER IV from The Story of My Life
Helen Keller

The most important day I remember in all my life is the one on which my teacher, 
Anne Mansfield Sullivan, came to me. I am filled with wonder when I consider the 
immeasurable contrasts between the two lives which it connects. It was the third 
of March, 1887, three months before I was seven years old.

On the afternoon of that eventful day, I stood on the porch, dumb, expectant. I 
guessed vaguely from my mother's signs and from the hurrying to and fro in the 
house that something unusual was about to happen, so I went to the door and 
waited on the steps. The afternoon sun penetrated the mass of honeysuckle that 
covered the porch, and fell on my upturned face. My fingers lingered almost 
unconsciously on the familiar leaves and blossoms which had just come forth to 
greet the sweet southern spring. I did not know what the future held of marvel or 
surprise for me. Anger and bitterness had preyed upon me continually for weeks 
and a deep languor had succeeded this passionate struggle.

PLAN AND ANNOTATE

1. VOCABULARY

2. BACKGROUND

3. CHUNKING



2. SPECIAL FACTORS
Teachers should use special factors information to understand and plan to remove the 
barriers that a student’s disability might present to accessing high-quality instruction. 
Teachers should:

Create, share, and model rigorous learning and behavior expectations for 
all students. 

Review special factors information recorded in student IEPs, including 
sensory needs, accessibility support, assistive technology, behavior, and 
health concerns. Note details about student strengths and parent 
concerns. 

Utilize approaches and resources that increase students’ abilities to 
effectively learn and master grade-level content. 

1

3

2



KEY ACTIONS
Teachers:
● Collaborate with SPED teachers to plan supports that are aligned with the IEP.

● Utilize Grade-level-aligned materials in accessible formats. 

● Identify resources and strategies to assist students in addressing challenges caused 
by special factors (social stories, fidgets, noise cancelling headphones, frequent 
breaks, time management apps). Explicitly annotate these resources and strategies in 
the unit and lesson plans. Teachers should know when in the lesson they are adding 
the adjustment, how the student will experience it, and why they are doing it.

● Proactively design classroom environments that eliminate barriers to student 
interaction and engagement.

● Intentionally select and display classroom decor, art, and other resources that support 
the functional and sensory needs of students.

● Prime students for social engagement and collaboration required for learning tasks.



KEY ACTIONS

Administrators:

• Make sure teachers have access to assistive technology and resources necessary for 
providing specialized instruction

• As part of coaching check-ins, discuss assistive technology, lesson modifications, and 
classroom setup to support specially designed instruction

• During observations, look for indications of classroom setup that is intentional based 
on student needs

• Oversee inclusive scheduling of SPED teachers. Make sure GenEd and SPED teachers 
have protected time to meet and collaborate throughout the week.



Grade: 5

Lesson Tasks: 
● Read an informational text
● Analyze figurative language in the text
● Analyze how the author develops an argument in the text
● Identify the main ideas of the text

Behavior Expectations:
● Students must read with partners and engage in discussion
● Students must produce written responses

1
Create, share, and model rigorous learning and behavior expectations for 
all students. 



IEP AT A GLANCE: SPECIAL FACTORS
Student: Nicholas Grade: 5

Area of Concern Special Factors to Consider

Behavior/Social 
Skills

● Struggles to produce written work
● Difficulty interacting with peers
● Attempts to escape writing and peer interaction by 

running out of class or having outbursts.

Required 
Supports

● Repeated directions, extended time, sensory breaks, 
small group instruction

2 Review special factors information recorded in student IEPs, including 
sensory needs, accessibility support, assistive technology, behavior, and 
health concerns. Note details about student strengths and parent 
concerns. 



Resources and Strategies:

• Adjusted seating arrangements
• Sensory break area in classroom for when the student feels overwhelmed
• Visual aids for behavior expectations

Collaboration for Continuous Support:

● Work with the special education teacher to develop social stories for classroom 
tasks 

● Work with social worker to plan procedures that support Nicholas in self regulation 
skills and peer engagement

● Consult with special education teacher and social worker to ensure that the 
sensory break area has appropriate tools for the student to use to help him return 
to lessons quickly

3
Utilize approaches and resources that increase students’ abilities to 
effectively learn and master grade-level content. 



LESSON PACING:

1min Intro and Objectives

Briefly explain how this lesson prepares students for another lesson and/or the end-of-unit assessments.

Throughout the lesson, compare students’ responses and work to the student look-fors. 

2min Distribute Materials 

Distribute the text. Access and distribute the Helen’s thoughts: before and after handout.

Ask students to locate their reading log and conversation stems learning tool.

This lesson uses a reading log and accountable talk. Learn more about reading logs and accountable talk.

10min Read and Discuss

Read aloud the text excerpt on the slide. Read the key question.

Conduct a brief whole-class discussion to  determine the two lives that Helen references.

During the discussion, use teacher talk moves so students [clearly express their ideas (Goal One), listen carefully 
to understand others’ ideas (Goal Two), provide evidence to support their claims (Goal Three).

PLAN AND ANNOTATE 1. VISUAL AIDS

2. SENSORY BREAK *

Display reading log and conversation stems on slide. Give 1 
minute on visual timer to retrieve items.

*Nicholas is likely to opt for a sensory break after reading and 
before discussion. Circulate to him and check for understanding 
after 3 min of reading. Ask how he feels about sharing that with 
partner during discussion in a moment.



3. ACCOMMODATIONS AND/OR MODIFICATIONS

Teachers should provide accommodations throughout instruction and assessment to support 
students in reaching and demonstrating mastery of grade-level standards. Teachers can use 
accommodations to support students with disabilities in achieving high expectations when they:

Identify instructional routines and content within high-quality 
instructional materials that require accommodations to ensure student 
success.

Review IEP accommodations and complete the accommodation inventory 
for Instruction and assessments identified on the IEP.

Plan for and deliver accommodations throughout instruction and 
assessments.

1

3

2



KEY ACTIONS
Teachers:
● Incorporate accommodations throughout instructional routines and practices to 

support students with mastering grade-level content. Remember that accommodations 
on the IEP are guaranteed to the student. 

● Leverage accommodations to ensure students are spending the majority of 
instructional time engagement in grade-level materials and tasks.

● Flexibly allowing all students to use accommodations to support their learning, such as 
fidget toys or calm down jars. 

● Annotate daily lesson plans to call out moments during instruction that will require 
accommodations

● Implement accommodations throughout assessments to support students in 
expressing their understanding and mastery of grade-level standards.



KEY ACTIONS

Administrators:

• Make sure teachers have identified the required accommodations for their students 
and have a plan for implementation

• Review lesson plans for annotations that show when accommodations will be provided
• During observations, look for accommodations being provided during instruction and 

testing



Grade: 5

Lesson Tasks: 
● Read an informational text
● Analyze figurative language in the text
● Analyze how the author develops an argument in the text
● Identify the main ideas of the text

Considerations:
Independent reading and writing routines throughout lesson

1
Identify instructional routines and content within high-quality 
instructional materials that require accommodations to ensure student 
success.



IEP AT A GLANCE: 
ACCOMMODATIONS & MODIFICATIONS
Student: Nicholas Grade: 5

Accommodations & Modifications:

repeated directions
answers recorded

adaptive pencil grips
read aloud

2 Review IEP accommodations and complete the accommodation inventory 
for Instruction and assessments identified on the IEP.



Resources and Strategies:

• Front-loading vocabulary & previewing content during small group time
• Teacher re-reads text aloud after independent reading
• Consider chunks of the lesson where Nicholas would require extended time for written and 

verbal responses
• Set up voice recording software for Nicholas to use independently to record his responses

Collaboration for Continuous Support:

● Coordinate with the occupational therapist to ensure that writing tools have the appropriate 
grips for Nicholas to work on building fine motor skills during class

● Discuss the strategies being implemented in class to ensure that their time together is aligned 
with grade level goals and targeted towards developing Nicholas’s phonemic awareness and 
increasing his reading fluency with grade-level texts. 

3 Plan for and deliver accommodations throughout instruction and assessments:



10min Read and Discuss

Read aloud the text excerpt on the slide. Read the key question.

Conduct a brief whole-class discussion to  determine the two lives that Helen references.

During the discussion, use teacher talk moves so students [clearly express their ideas (Goal One), listen carefully 
to understand others’ ideas (Goal Two), provide evidence to support their claims (Goal Three).

15 min Paired/Partner Reading

Divide the class into pairs using an established classroom routine. 

Purposefully pair/group together students with similar reading levels to engage in paired/partner reading of the 
excerpt from The Story of My Life.

Assign one student in the pair to take notes on Helen’s life was before Anne Sullivan became her teacher and 
the other student in the pair to take notes on how Helen’s life was after Anne Sullivan became her teacher using 
the Helen’s thoughts: before and after handout.

Direct pairs to reread the text and take notes on their assigned part. After the reading, direct pairs to share their 
notes with their partner and completed the other side of their chart.

PLAN AND ANNOTATE
1. ③ REPEATED 

DIRECTIONS
2.   ★  READ ALOUD ★

★Make sure nick’s partner is assigned as first reader (pb&j, pb reads first J 

reads 2nd). After 3 min, circulate to Nick’s group to jump in and assist read.

★Return to whole group and re-read aloud before next task.

③When I say go, 1 move into pairs, 2 read, 3 take notes., chunk/repeat, CFU, assign 
PB&J

③On my snap, 1 re-read, 2 take notes, 3 share notes, chunk/repeat, 
CFU



4. RELATED SERVICES
Teachers should use related services to strengthen instruction in a manner that supports 
students in progressing toward grade-level mastery. They should:

Review grade-level learning expectations for students and identify where 
related service needs might impact students’ abilities to master or 
demonstrate mastery of learning

Review related services and goals defined within the IEP. Consider the 
implications that services might have on students in grade-level learning 
(ex. speech therapy while learning to read, occupational therapy for 
writing assignments, etc.).

Leverage opportunities during grade-level content classes to practice and 
apply newly acquired skills and strategies. Collaborate with service 
providers, when possible, to brainstorm these opportunities. 

1

3

2



KEY ACTIONS
Teachers:

● Invite related service providers into general education classes. 

● Embed opportunities to practice related services skills within academic classes. 

●  Seek out opportunities to discuss student goals and skills with service providers.

● Establish routine check-ins with service providers to collaborate on skill 
development that overlaps with content

●  Integrate related service skill development into academic courses to ensure 
students progress across domains



KEY ACTIONS

Administrators:

• Collaborate with SPED Coordinators to identify when related service providers will 
be present

• Encourage and facilitate collaboration between general education teachers and 
related service providers

• As part of coaching, ask teachers if they have connected with any related service 
providers



Grade: 5

Lesson Tasks: 
● Read an informational text
● Analyze figurative language in the text
● Analyze how the author develops an argument in the text
● Identify the main ideas of the text

Considerations:
Independent reading and writing tasks throughout lesson

Review grade-level learning expectations for students and identify where 
related service needs might impact students’ abilities to master or 
demonstrate mastery of learning

1



IEP AT A GLANCE: RELATED SERVICES
Student: Nicholas Grade: 5

Related Services:

Adapted physical education
Occupational Therapy

Review related services and goals defined within the IEP. Consider the 
implications that services might have on students in grade-level learning 
(ex. speech therapy while learning to read, occupational therapy for 
writing assignments, etc.).

2



Opportunities for Skills Support and Practice:

• Physical movement around the classroom during activities and transitions
• Written responses throughout instruction time

Collaboration for Continuous Support:

● Connect with Adapted Physical Education teacher to discuss opportunities to build and 
support gross motor skills during class

● Coordinate with the occupational therapist to discuss opportunities to build and support fine 
motor skills during class

● Discuss the strategies being implemented in class to ensure that classroom support is aligned 
with IEP goals and motor skills development

Leverage opportunities during grade-level content classes to practice and 
apply newly acquired skills and strategies. Collaborate with service 
providers, when possible, to brainstorm these opportunities. 

3



Review the sample IEP at a 

Glance.

Identify 3 supports that will be 

necessary in daily 

instructional planning for this 

student.

Annotate the lesson plan 

excerpt with the 3 supports 

you identified. Discuss your 

annotations with the group.

BREAKOUT DIRECTIONS

In your breakout group, complete the following steps.

2 31



ADMINISTRATORS
Look for quality lesson plan 

annotations. Determine what 

additional resources are required to 

ensure that IEP supports are 

provided. 

TEACHERS
Practice identifying key IEP info using 

an IEP at a Glance  and annotating 

supports that should be incorporated 

in daily planning.

PARAPROFESSIONALS
Practice identifying what supports 

the student should be receiving and 

collaborate to effectively provide 

supports.

DISTRICT
Identify what instructional resources 

are required in order for LEAs to 

support IEP informed lesson 

planning..

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOUR ROLE



Review the sample IEP at a 

Glance.

Identify 3 supports that will be 

necessary in daily 

instructional planning for this 

student.

Annotate the lesson plan 

excerpt with the 3 supports 

you identified. Discuss your 

annotations with the group.

BREAKOUT DIRECTIONS

In your breakout group, complete the following steps.

2 31



DEBRIEF

1. What supports were you able to identify from the IEP at a Glance?

2. What annotations did you make to the lesson plan based on the 

required supports that were identified? What adjustments would 

you make to instruction?

3. What other stakeholders would you collaborate with to ensure the 

appropriate instructional supports will be provided to this student?



REFLECT

1. Reflect on your experience with IEP informed instruction in the past. 

How does this cycle of continuous support reinforce high 

expectations for students?



AGENDA

❖ Opening

❖ Leveraging Key IEP Information

❖ Continuous Support

❖ Planning Resources

❖ Closing



TEACHERS
● Reference Key Information - Reference IEP at a Glance binder or Accommodations 

Inventory as a part of daily instructional planning. Familiarize yourself with the 
supports students should receive daily.

● Annotate Lesson Plans - Indicate when and how individualized supports will be 
provided to students. Identify who will provide what supports during the lesson.

● Adjust Instruction - Make appropriate adjustments to instruction materials and the 
learning environment based on the supports students need. Take note of student 
progress or lack thereof when supports are provided. 

● Collaborate - Collaborate with SPED teachers, Related Service Providers, and 
paraprofessionals to ensure that students receive the appropriate supports that align 
with their IEP goals as well as grade level expectations.

ONGOING SUPPORT



ADMINISTRATORS 
● Vision Setting - Set a clear vision for supporting all learners and ensuring that 

students with IEPs have access to grade-level curriculum through effective supports 
and HQIM. Create a Norm of IEP-informed instructional planning across LEAs.

● Professional Development- Provide general education teachers with early and 
ongoing PD on incorporating key IEP information in daily lesson planning to support 
individualized instruction.

● Provide Resources - Ensure that teachers have access to high quality instruction 
materials with embedded resources for supporting diverse learners. Ensure that 
teachers have access to IEPs and/or key IEP information by facilitating collaboration 
between SPED and general education. 

● Coaching and Ongoing Support - Coach teachers on effective IEP informed 
instructional planning and execution. Provide responsive and ongoing support.

ONGOING SUPPORT



IEP INFORMED PLANNING RESOURCES
● IEPs for Daily Instruction
● IEP at a Glance
● Accommodations Inventory
● Coaching Look Fors
● Louisiana IEP Resources
● What is Assistive Technology
● Accommodations Classroom Use
● Accommodations Manual
● Instructional Modifications

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUPgvHFquCW0f9qmdWQAGJerzT6u5yud/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113812309078331478800&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://fluxconsole.com/files/item/851/111468/SPED%20Strategies%20-%20IEPs%20for%20Daily%20Instruction%20Resource%5B1%5D.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_l-L5jGKp5JkH-pgriJFg6Be0OvYzyYh/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113812309078331478800&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mUSOR0B3UR3QU8veP9-36GK5sgz1zDaLSc8uXpyFyg8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XGGQvJ_hroxEBFBOwevRANkrl-ttQTlD/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113812309078331478800&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/students-with-disabilities/resources-for-educators-of-students-with-disabilities.pdf?sfvrsn=c5e89d1f_2
https://www.understood.org/en/articles/assistive-technology-what-it-is-and-how-it-works
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdesped/accommodationsmanual_classroomuse
https://osepideasthatwork.org/sites/default/files/AccommodationsManual.pdf
http://fcit.usf.edu/mathvids/resources/accomodations.html


AGENDA

❖ Opening

❖ Leveraging Key IEP Information

❖ Continuous Support

❖ Planning Resources

❖ Closing



OBJECTIVES
Teachers:
● Leverage critical IEP information to plan for continuous student support in 

alignment with high quality instructional materials
● Identify strategies for ongoing collaboration with stakeholders in order to 

accelerate students towards grade-level mastery

Administrators & District:
● Identify key actions to support teachers in IEP-informed instructional 

planning and ongoing collaboration



CONTACT DETAILS

ANGEL RHODES 504-723-9548
ANGEL@SPEDSTRATEGIES.COM


